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Chapter 2761: She’s Actually Huang Yueli! (4) 

No matter what, there should be something wrong somewhere! 

As long as they manage to capture Bai Ruoli, the truth would be revealed! 

All the practitioners charged forward. Grand Elder He and Old Madam Ling dashed towards Huang Yueli 

while the others aimed for Cang Po Jun, Cang Po Yu, and Liu Buyan. 

However, before they could reach their target, they saw an eye-piercing red glow flashed past their 

eyes! 

A loud boom was heard! 

In the loud sound, a huge fire domain with Huang Yueli in the center, instantly broadened! 

Powerful fire-attributed energy was like surging waves, sweeping towards the top experts! 

Scorching fiery flames covered the skies and earth. There was a surging rampant wave of energy. 

Old Madam Ling and the others instantly sensed danger and all of their expressions abruptly changed. 

They hurriedly tried to defend but it was already too late. 

They totally could not stop and dashed right into Huang Yueli’s fire domain! 

Blazing flames razed! 

Miserable cries were heard from the fire domain. Amid the blazing screen, they could only see blurry 

figures which were twitching. 

That scene left those junior disciples, who were hiding at the back, so shocked that they almost forgot to 

breathe. Some of them even fainted! 

Grand Elder He and the others who were trapped in the fire domain were ninth stage realm peak top 

exponents after all. Even though they were seriously injured, after they managed to respond, they 

wouldn’t be willing to wait for death. So all of them used their ultimate life-saving skills to escape from 

the fire domain. 

However, Huang Yueli’s Sky Phoenix Ring had been re-refined and the fire domain which she unleashed 

was the genuine True Phoenix Fire! 

Those top exponents spent a lot of effort before they made a narrow escape from this ancient deviant 

flame’s encirclement. 

But all of them were already badly burnt. Various high tiered Profound Armaments had also melted or 

shattered under the scorching True Phoenix Fire. 

There were a few who died on the spot, and were swallowed by the True Phoenix Fire! 

All this happened too quickly! 



Various large powerhouses’ top exponents who were raving to kill her were lying on the ground half-

dead in such a short time. 

The blazing flames extinguished and Huang Yueli’s figure was seen in the flames. 

She looked so petite and frail with a palm-sized face that looked extremely innocent. Her sparkly big 

eyes seemed to contain a little childish nature. 

But when all the practitioners looked at her, none of them dared to slight her with disdain. Instead, it 

was all filled with shock and terror! 

In a blink of an eye, she caused such serious injuries to so many Soaring Heavens Continent’s established 

top exponents! 

This kind of ability and this kind of horrifying method was comparable to Mu Chengying from twenty 

years ago! 

Huang Yueli withdrew her surrounding aura and walked forward slowly again. 

This time, even though she didn’t unleash any Profound Energy suppression, the junior practitioners all 

started to retreat. Some were so scared that their knees went weak and they fell to the ground. 

Huang Yueli didn’t bother about those minions and stopped right in front of Grand Elder He and the 

other top exponents. 

These people had lost their earlier imposing manner and all of them looked at Huang Yueli with terrified 

gazes. 

There was no doubt that she had absolute power! 

No matter who it was, no one could understand how she managed to advance so quickly. But that 

shocking fire domain was something that everyone witnessed with their own eyes! 

Chapter 2762: She’s Actually Huang Yueli! (5) 

These practitioners didn’t know that Huang Yueli could instantly explode such powerful strength was 

mainly because of the Sky Phoenix Ring in her body. Otherwise, even if she had the Sacred Phoenix 

Race’s bloodline, it was impossible for her to be so heaven-defying in such a short time! 

The Sky Phoenix Ring might be exceptionally powerful and it was already invincible in Soaring Heavens 

Continent, but based on Huang Yueli’s current cultivation and Profound Energy, she could only control 

the Sky Phoenix Ring for a very short amount of time. Once she went past thirty breaths, the Profound 

Energy in her would be sucked dry. 

Luckily, those practitioners who charged at her were shocked by Huang Yueli’s fire domain. Even for 

those strongest few, they also forgot to fight back. All they could think of was to escape. 

Huang Yueli saw the time was almost up and started to retract her fire domain, which also allowed these 

people another chance to live. 

If not for so, if she could control the Sky Phoenix Ring, these people would have all died! 



But even with the current scenario, the power she exhibited was enough to leave everyone stunned! 

Grand Elder He lifted his head and stared at Huang Yueli blankly. His teeth were chattering from fright. 

“Madam… Madam Li, mer… mercy… please show me mercy! This… this is all… a misunderstanding!” 

“Yes… yes… Madam Li, we know our mistake now. We beg you… please let us off!” 

“Madam Li, please let us off! We… we’re really blind to have misjudged you. In future, we will not… not 

dare to do this again!” 

Various pleading voices rang. The ninth stage realm top exponents were already filled with terror, not to 

mention those junior disciples. 

All of them realized that this young lady was not the same as what they had imagined. She was apt in 

planning and scheming, a top exponent who was not any inferior to Li Moying himself! It was the biggest 

mistake in their lives to challenge someone as strong as her! 

They might possibly die because of this! 

Huang Yueli blinked and looked down on them from above. Her eyes were filled with an icy cold 

murderous intent. 

Everyone was feeling the chills from her gaze and they plead even harder. 

But Huang Yueli seemed as though she didn’t hear their voices. She raised her right hand and said, 

“Guardian Jun, Guardian Yu!” 

“This Subordinate is here!” 

Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Yu responded at the same time. 

Huang Yueli said coldly, “Didn’t some people say earlier that they came to Blue Profound Sect out of 

kind intentions? Alas, I am a highly suspicious person by nature so I don’t quite trust them. Why not, 

let’s dig their hearts out and take a look! If they are really kind-hearted, then we shall release all their 

disciples! If not… we should bury all of them in the rear mountain to be the medicinal fertilizer!” 

“Madam is right. Whether they’re kind-hearted or bad-hearted, we can only dig it out to check before 

we can be sure since words mean nothing at all!” Cang Po Yu’s lips curled into a strange smile, as his 

gaze swept past everyone. 

All the practitioners were scared stiff upon hearing her words! 

Many of them were still hoping that she was a lady after all. Although her ability was very strong, she 

might be kinder than Li Moying. 

Although they offended her, everyone had been burnt by her fire domain. So as long as they beg hard 

for mercy, she might relent and they would be able to save themselves! 

Whoever knew that Huang Yueli actually came up with such a vicious method! 

Momentarily, all the practitioners seemed to have gone mute as no one said a single word at all. 



Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Yu proceeded to the group without any hesitation. 

Chapter 2763: She’s Actually Huang Yueli! (6) 

Grand Elder He started to tremble when he saw Cang Po Jun nearing. 

“Madam… Li, Guardian… Jun, please… show mercy… if you show us mercy, I… I am willing to be Madam 

Li’s servant…” 

Grand Elder He knew that his earlier “kind intentions” came from him and Huang Yueli was going to use 

this to punish them. So he would absolutely be the first person to be killed. 

Grand Elder He was already scared stiff so all he had in his mind was to save his own life. To do that, he 

would say anything to beg for mercy. 

“AH—!!!” 

He was in the middle of his sentence when he let out a miserable cry. 

Cang Po Jun only felt that he was like a mosquito that kept buzzing around his ear. He didn’t bother and 

just lifted Grand Elder He. 

Grand Elder He was seriously injured. His ability wasn’t as high as Cang Po Jun so naturally, he had no 

resistance power at all. He was like a little bird which was held high up by the tall Cang Po Jun. 

Guardian Jun struck out his palm on his chest and directly hit his heart. 

Grand Elder He could not even scream in time. His eyes rolled back and died! 

Later on, Cang Po Jun pulled out a dagger from his waist and slit open his chest. Then he took out Grand 

Elder He’s heart. 

A gush of warm blood spurted out from Grand Elder He’s chest and spilled onto Cang Po Jun’s clothes. 

Accompanied by the sharp dagger and the beating heart, it made him look like a vicious ghost that came 

from hell. No one could bear to look straight at him. 

Some slightly timid practitioners were so scared that they were foaming at the mouth. 

However, Cang Po Jun didn’t even flinch. He merely turned his head to Huang Yeuli’s direction and said, 

“Reporting to Madam, this fellow’s heart is indeed bad. He isn’t kind-hearted at all, he’s just trying to 

deceive you!” 

Huang Yueli slowly took a look at that heart and nodded, “Indeed a bad heart. How dare he lie to me. 

Capture all his Seven Stars Palace’s disciples and bury them in the rear mountain!” 

All the practitioners were stunned by Cang Po Jun’s vicious ways. Now upon hearing Huang Yueli’s 

instructions, all of them were frightened out of their minds! 

Especially the disciples from Seven Stars Palace, many of them just fell to the ground. No one knew if 

they had been scared to death alive! 



Those with brains would know that when Grand Elder He’s heart was pierced by Cang Po Jun earlier, 

there was no “kind heart”. This had nothing to do with Grand Elder He at all. It was totally an intentional 

act by Blue Profound Sect. 

But under Huang Yueli and the others’ overwhelming ability, who dared to debate on this? 

Everyone shrank their necks, hoping that they could shrink themselves into a ball and roll far, far away 

from Huang Yueli’s line of vision! 

They were worried that the next one to have their hearts dug out would be themselves! 

Alas, no matter how they tried to shrink, they were after all a living person. how could they possibly 

disappear 

Huang Yueli looked around for a moment and gazed past everyone. Whoever met her gaze all shivered. 

Finally, her eyes set on Old Madam Ling. 

Today, the person who kept repeating such malicious words to slander her and Blue Profound Sect was 

her, Old Madam Ling. 

This old woman had already coveted Blue Profound Sect’s inheritance many decades ago. Moreover, she 

had already colluded with Lord Zhan for many years. 

Based on her cultivation and age, she should have died long ago. She should have taken a great number 

of pills which were refined using young practitioners’ blood essence, to be able to live until today! 

Detecting Huang Yueli’s gaze, Old Madam Ling trembled! 
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Don’t assume that she brandished her claws and looked so arrogant. When it came to a life and death 

situation, she didn’t have any backbone at all. 

Old Madam Ling immediately started to beg for mercy, and she didn’t forget to pull her comrades down 

as well! 

“Madam Li, Madam Li, please show mercy on me! I really didn’t intend to offend you. It’s all… all 

because of Grand Elder He. He instigated me to do this. I’ve already told him long ago that this wouldn’t 

do. Blue Profound Sect is such a large Sect and is a major support pillar in Sky Emperor City. How can we 

take advantage of you when you’re down? But… but they refused to listen to me…” 

“Right, and that Guardian Yan, he… he’s the real mastermind! If you have a grudge, just look for him!” 

Seeing Cang Po Jun walking near, Old Madam Ling pointed to Guardian Yan immediately, hoping to 

make him a scapegoat. 

When she said that, Guardian Yan immediately spat out blood. His eyes widened like full moons and it 

was bloodshot. 

“Old woman, what do you mean by that? You’re the one who came to persuade us. You said that Li 

Moying was dead and Blue Profound Sect’s top exponents must have died in Northern Ice Fields. Now 



there’s only one Cang Po Hun left! You asked us not to miss this opportunity and come to Blue Profound 

Sect together to share the benefits! Initially, several powerhouses refused to join in and I didn’t either. 

You were the one who visited me and convinced every one of us!” 

“Nonsense!” Old Madam Ling got anxious when Guardian Yan tried to expose her. She hurriedly 

explained, “I was the one who just asked but all of you agreed to it. Everyone was interested to gain 

Blue Profound Sect’s inheritance so why would I need to convince all of you? Now you’re trying to blame 

me?” 

“Old woman…” 

Huang Yueli listened to their bickering expressionlessly and she started to become impatient. 

Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Yu were apt in observing one’s reactions so they naturally wouldn’t allow these 

two people to continue arguing, in case their Sovereigness was frustrated by them. 

The two of them struck out simultaneously and dealt with both Old Madam Ling and Guardian Yan 

together. 

These two culprits’ hearts were also dug out, like Grand Elder He. 

Cang Po Jun and Cang Po Yu were extremely skilled. With one slash, blood spilled all over the ground. 

Having seen a re-enactment of the same scenario, all the practitioners from the various powerhouses 

didn’t even dare to breathe loudly! 

If one had to say terrified, they had already been terrified to the max limit. They were totally numb by 

this now! 

These people were only just sitting ducks! 

Their only wish was that Huang Yueli would give them a quick death! 

They lowered their heads and could feel Huang Yueli’s soul trace weaving past their heads. Her frigid 

gaze swept past them as though she was selecting the next sacrificial lamb. 

The air was deadly silent. 

Just as everyone felt that they were definitely dead for sure, Huang Yueli spoke once again. 

“Now, the culprit has already been exterminated. Those who dare to challenge Blue Profound Sect had 

already seen what your ending would be like! But…” She suddenly changed a topic, “I also know that you 

junior disciples are mostly here on your Elders’ commands. So you have no choice. I’m not someone 

who loves to kill recklessly. If you’re willing to swear your allegiance to me, I can spare your lives!” 

Everyone was stunned to hear that. 

Did Huang Yueli mean that she wasn’t going to kill them? 

In an instant, everyone couldn’t believe what they heard! 

Those who had seen Huang Yueli’s shocking power and decisive methods would doubt that she had 

sufficient power and force to kill every single person present! 



Chapter 2765: She’s Actually Huang Yueli! (8) 

No one expected her to let everyone off. 

But the practitioners merely hesitated for a short moment and they began to come around it. 

Their knees turned weak and knelt on the ground. They kept on kowtowing and repeatedly said, 

“Madam Li, we are willing to swear our allegiance towards Blue Profound Sect!” 

“Will Madam Li please take us in. We are willing to be the lowest level slaves, to serve all Blue Profound 

Sect’s disciples!” 

“Madam Li, please take us in!” 

Earlier they felt that they were dead for sure. But now they suddenly had a chance to escape death. 

Such a huge reverse made those usually proud and talented disciples from large powerhouses totally 

messed up. They lost their usual arrogance and backbones. 

Huang Yueli looked at them coldly and only nodded after everyone’s forehead was bruised from the 

continuous kowtowing. 

“I don’t need you to become the lowest level slaves. You just need to take these pills, that will do.” 

Huang Yueli took a few porcelain bottles from her sleeve and indicated for the Snow Cloud Sky Ship’s 

disciples to distribute it. 

“These pills are something that all of you should know. It’s the fifth grade medicinal pill, the 

Necrophorous Pill! Those who take this pill will need to come to Blue Profound Sect to claim your 

antidote every month. Otherwise, your brains will be invaded by the necrophorous and you will die!” 

The vile medicinal pill such as the Necrophorous Pill was naturally very famous in Soaring Heavens 

Continent. All the practitioners there, no matter if it’s the old fogies or the junior disciples, had heard of 

this. 

It was said that if one did not take the antidote in time, the pain when the necrophorous invaded the 

brain was enough to make one insane. One might even eat s*it! 

Moreover, one wouldn’t die immediately. That person would have to suffer from insanity for at least 

half a month before one died! 

When they heard that they received such a vile poisonous pill, all the practitioners were shocked, and a 

hesitant look appeared on their faces. 

Huang Yueli didn’t urge them, just merely waiting quietly for them to make their decision. 

Lastly, everyone shut their eyes and swallowed the Necrophorous pill. 

After all, as compared to instant death, everyone was willing to live a little longer. 

Huang Yueli nodded on seeing that and said, “All of you need not be worried. As long as you show your 

loyalty towards Blue Profound Sect and pass my assessment, not only will I cure those with good 

performances, I will also impact you with Blue Profound Sect’s inheritance manuscripts!” 



Everyone was stunned and a glimmer of joy flashed past their eyes! 

The reason why they came to create trouble at Blue Profound Sect was because of their inheritances! 

Now, Huang Yueli said that if they showed good performance, they would be able to openly obtain Blue 

Profound Sect’s inheritance! 

Who wouldn’t try their best for this? 

When they swallowed the pills earlier, most of them were struggling within. But now, they felt 

extremely fortunate. 

In a moment, everyone forgot the pain of becoming a slave. All of them started to sing Huang Yueli’s 

praises. 

She looked at them neither warmly nor coldly, and her lips curled up slightly. 

She knew that after Li Moying left, there would be some scum who would covet Blue Profound Sect 

because there were no top experts to suppress the situation. So she intentionally did this today so that 

she could show them Blue Profound Sect’s ability! 

She wanted to let the entire Continent know that even without Li Moying, Blue Profound Sect was still 

the insurmountable Number One Sacred Lands! 

She used the most vicious and bloody method to kill Old Madam Ling and a few mastermind 

practitioners. That was because she wanted to let the entire Continent know that she was not a merciful 

person! 

Chapter 2766: Towards the Inheritance Tower (1) 

If various powerhouses thought that she was a woman and she would show mercy to those who 

offended the Sect, they had gotten the wrong idea! 

But she didn’t intend to kill everyone other than those main culprits. It wasn’t that she was being 

merciful, but she was planning for the future. 

Now that the space barrier was gone, there would be some practitioners who would ascend from 

Soaring Heavens Continent within these ten years. 

Blue Profound Sect’s top experts, including the three guardians, were all top-rated exponents on the Sky 

Chart. So it wouldn’t be long before the three of them ascended. 

By then, Blue Profound Sect would no longer have such an overwhelming advantage. 

If they were to kill all the practitioners from various powerhouses, they might end up in a never-ending 

cycle of enmity. If the other party came to exact revenge by then, there was nothing she could do when 

she was in God Realm. 

But if she were to take in these junior disciples for her use like now, that would end up in a completely 

different ending. 



As long as the Necrophorous pills’ antidote was with them, even if she, Cang Po Jun, and the others 

weren’t around, the remaining disciples would still be able to control these people. 

As for Blue Profound Sect’s inheritances, Huang Yueli was not joking about it. If these slaves perform 

well, she would impart part of the inheritances to them. 

Actually, to the other powerhouses, the Number One Sacred Lands’ inheritances were practically very 

awesome and made everyone covet it. But to Huang Yueli, it was nothing much. 

Bai Liufeng and Huang Siluo had plenty of ancient inheritances. These were left in Blue Profound Sect. 

These manuscripts and cultivation methods were even better than the ones that Blue Profound Sect 

had! 

The original inheritances paled in comparison so it wasn’t that important any longer. Using those to 

bribe the other powerhouses’ disciples for her use wasn’t considered a waste. 

Huang Yueli’s train of thought was very clear. She displayed both kindness and prestige. Within a short 

span of one hour, she managed to resolve Blue Profound Sect’s major crisis. Moreover, she even fooled 

the entire continent’s practitioners, having them twirling around her little fingers. 

Cang Po Jun and the others admired her totally and they submitted to her cheerfully. 

Initially, they were just being respectful to her because she was Li Moying’s wife. But now, everyone had 

to admit that after Li Moying’s departure, she was the most suitable person to control Blue Profound 

Sect. 

Those practitioners who gathered in front of the mountain entrance were chased away in batches after 

they swallowed the Necrophorous pill. 

At this moment, Blue Profound Sect’s Mountain Protect Array suddenly gave off a glaring glint. All the 

array patterns instantly lit up and slowly disappeared. 

The array was deactivated, and immediately following that, Cang Po Hun led Blue Profound Sect’s Elders 

and core disciples to welcome them. 

“Welcome Sovereigness’s return to the Sect—!!” 

Seeing all the familiar figures, Huang Yueli nodded slightly. “All of you, dispense with the formalities. 

You’ve all had it tough when Moying and I weren’t around! 

Every single time Li Moying left, the person guarding the Sect had a huge responsibility. 

Cang Po Hun’s prudence this time allowed them to evade a major crisis, so Huang Yueli praised him for 

it. 

Cang Po Hun felt guilty over this and kept repeating that “Madam had overpraised me”. 

He and the few Elders exchanged glances and couldn’t help but ask in a careful tone. “Grandmaster 

Huang, earlier you said that Sovereign had already… already ascended to God Realm. Is… is that true?” 

He had already heard Huang Yueli announcing it, but Cang Po Hun and the others were still in disbelief. 
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Cang Po Hun naturally believed in Li Moying’s ability. But he had witnessed how strong Lord Zhan was 

for himself! 

The last time at Northern Ice Fields, they were almost trapped in the Blood Moon Great Array. 

This time when Li Moying left Levitation Sword Palace, his ability did not improve much. Moreover, the 

Northern Ice Fields had encountered such a huge change. Even the space barrier shattered suddenly! 

Cang Po Hun remained in Blue Profound Sect and gazed at the abnormality and Profound Energy 

swirling in the north. He had a bad premonition. 

But now, he finally saw the Snow Cloud Sky Ship appearing in front of the mountain entrance. Cang Po 

Hun was extremely surprised and he thought that he would be able to see Li Moying. 

In the end, everyone had alighted the ship but there was no sight of Li Moying anywhere. 

Even though Huang Yueli said that he had ascended to the God Realm, but the situation back then was 

so special. So whether what she said was the truth or just purely to scare Old Madam Ling and the 

others was really hard to tell… 

She took a look at everyone and said in a calm and steady tone, “Guardian Hun, Elders, don’t worry. 

Moying had indeed ascended to God Realm two weeks ago!” 

“This… this is really true!” 

“Sovereign he… he really broke through to the tenth stage realm??” 

“Heavens, that’s really… really too incredible! In the past ten thousand years, Sovereign is the first 

person to ascend to the God Realm!” 

Blue Profound Sect’s disciples all started to scream. They revealed joyous looks and started to discuss 

this. 

Huang Yueli had high prestige in Blue Profound Sect, so if she said so, it would definitely not be fake. 

Cang Po Hun and the others were pleasantly surprised. But to them, just knowing the result still wasn’t 

able to make them feel relieved. 

“Grandmaster Huang, this… what exactly happened? When Sovereign left, wasn’t he only in ninth stage 

realm seventh level? Why did he suddenly break through to tenth stage realm? And Lord Zhan is in the 

Northern Ice Fields. When Sovereign ascended, he didn’t come to create havoc?” 

Huang Yueli smiled and said, “That’s a long story. Anyway, Lord Zhan is already dead so you don’t need 

to worry about any more troubles in the future. As for the rest… let’s go in and talk! I’m so tired from 

the long journey…” 

Hearing that, Cang Po Hun leaped up, “Yes, yes, it’s This Subordinate’s negligence! Grandmaster Huang, 

please come this way. This Subordinate has already made the necessary arrangements…” 

… 



After dinner, she briefly explained the whole scenario to Cang Po Jun and everyone went back to their 

rooms to rest. 

When they were in the Northern Ice Fields, they almost died several times. They could finally heave a 

sigh of relief now. 

Only Huang Yueli felt frustrated when she laid on the big bed in the room. Looking at the red curtains, 

she just couldn’t sleep. 

The last time she left Levitation Sword Palace, she and Li Moying had just got married. So the bedroom 

still had the wedding night’s décor. The double happiness sticker on the window was still around. But 

now, the man beside her was already in God Realm whereas she was lying here alone. 

Sad… not really. But she felt a little melancholic. 

“Li Moying, wait for me! I will advance swiftly and look for you in God Realm! You must be good, and 

you’re not allowed to attract butterflies!” 

Based on Li Moying’s innate talent and looks, even if he was in God Realm, he would be the goal of 

admiration for many ladies… 
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Although she also knew that Li Moying had resolute determination and would never betray their 

relationship. But when she thought of the fact that she could not stay beside him, to declare her 

ownership of him, she felt extremely deflated! 

Thinking of this, Huang Yueli could no longer lie still. She just sat up on the bed and started cultivating. 

She had to return to Li Moying’s side as soon as possible. Moreover, she had to appear in her strongest 

form! 

To let everyone know that the only one compatible with Li Moying, was her! 

… 

The event that happened in Blue Profound Sect’s mountain entrance had spread throughout the entire 

Sky Emperor City. 

At the same time, it also spread out at a shocking speed to the Four Skies Region. 

It shouldn’t take long before everyone in Soaring Heavens Continent heard of this. 

As the first practitioner in Soaring Heavens Continent to ascend to God Realm in the past thousands of 

years, Li Moying’s reputation soared to the peak while Blue Profound Sect became a genuine peerless 

Sacred Land! 

One month later, those disciples from various Sacred Lands who were sent out as scouts to the Northern 

Ice Fields returned to Sky Emperor City one after another. 

The news they brought made everyone stunned! 



The entire Northern Ice Fields was already in ruins and the Snow Phoenix Palace which was in the center 

of the freezing zone became a deep pit of barren land. Nothing was left… 

As for the almighty Lord Zhan who was so powerful that no one dared to look straight at him in the eyes, 

there was no sight of him at all. There was a possibility that even his skeleton had already disintegrated! 

When this news was reported to Sky Emperor City, it caused a huge shock in various large Sects! 

Those people, who weren’t convinced about the news where Li Moying had ascended to God Realm, 

had no choice but to be convinced right now. 

Even the descendant of an ancient God Clan was nowhere to be found, he probably had died under Li 

Moying’s hands. Then his power was naturally not to be doubted! 

Adding on to the powerful ability which Huang Yueli displayed that day in front of Blue Profound Sect, 

those powerhouses weighed the pros and cons and could only submit to them. All of them chose to 

pledge their allegiance to them. 

In the next few months after that, Sky Emperor City’s large powerhouses prepared lavish gifts and paid a 

visit to Blue Profound Sect, indicating their willingness to submit to them. 

Even the other Six Sacred Lands also automatically suggested removing their titles as one of the Sacred 

Lands for the reason that they did not dare to compare with Blue Profound Sect. 

Four Sky Region’s large powerhouses also traveled afar to swear their loyalty to them. 

In a short moment, Blue Profound Sect’s reputation rose to the highest peak ever in its history! 

But those powerhouses who came to visit Huang Yueli did not manage to see her at all. 

Ever since she returned to Levitation Sword Palace, she had been in closed door cultivation. All she had 

on her mind was to break through to the tenth stage realm. All the sect’s affairs were handled by Cang 

Po Jun. 

After a short period of observation, Huang Yueli was very pleased with Cang Po Jun’s performance. 

Hence she specially gathered all the various Elders in the Sect and told them that she wanted to let Cang 

Po Jun become the new Sovereign. 

“Guardian Jun had joined Blue Profound Sect since young. For so many years, he had remained loyal and 

always tried his very best. Even my husband also praised him greatly! But now, my husband has already 

ascended to the God Realm, and there’s no way for him to return. Blue Profound Sect cannot do without 

a Sovereign! Guardian Jun’s power, experience, and ability are more than enough to take on the role of 

Sovereign! Hence, I’d like to nominate him to all Elders!” 
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The Elders were shocked to hear that and they appeared extremely astonished. 

After Li Moying ascended, Blue Profound Sect’s disciples had treated Huang Yueli as their new 

Sovereign. The scene that happened in front of the mountain entrance had already won her enough 



prestige. Cang Po Jun and the others treated her with the same kind of loyalty that they treated Li 

Moying. In actual fact, there was no way to budge her status at all. 

The only reason why they didn’t hold the Sovereign conferring ceremony was because as the previous 

Sovereign’s wife, her status was already high enough. 

Moreover, everyone knew that she and Li Moying were deeply in love. They were afraid that they might 

accidentally remind her about the sad things hence they didn’t dare to suggest this at all. 

Under Huang Yueli’s guidance, Blue Profound Sect’s development moved rapidly. All the disciples were 

extremely satisfied and no one had ever thought that she would nominate another person to become 

the Sovereign. 

Cang Po Jun was the first to react. His expression abruptly changed and he immediately knelt. 

“Madam, you… why do you say such words? This Subordinate had already sworn my loyalty to Sovereign 

many years ago. Since Sovereign has ascended, This Subordinate is willing to serve you and will never 

dare to think of usurping the power. Will Madam please reconsider…” 

Hearing Cang Po Jun’s terrifying words, Huang Yueli immediately shook her hand and explained, 

“Guardian Jun, don’t be mistaken. I’m very sincere in asking you to become the new Sovereign.” 

Before she could finish her sentence, various Elders started to voice their objections. 

“Madam Li, everything is fine in the Sect now so is there a need to suddenly change the Sovereign?” 

“Isn’t that so? Madam Li, although you’re still young, your innate talent is very high and you are very 

powerful. None of the disciples are unconvinced!” 

“That’s right! Guardian Jun is indeed very good, but we prefer to serve Madam, you! 

In the past twenty years, those Elders who had once thought of betraying Li Moying had long been 

cleared when the latter dealt with the Six Sacred Lands previously. 

Those who were still holding their positions as Elders were loyal to Li Moying. 

Originally, even if Huang Yueli was some frail young lady who knew nothing, they would also persist in 

supporting her. What more that she was showing such astonishing ability! 

Everyone naturally wasn’t willing to make the change, hence they voiced out their opinions hoping to 

change her mind. 

Huang Yueli raised her hand, indicating for everyone to keep quiet. 

Those ninth stage realm peak practitioners instantly kept their mouths shut. The whole palace became 

silent. 

She smiled and said to Cang Po Jun, “Guardian Jun and everyone here, I’ve never thought of becoming 

Blue Profound Sect’s Sovereign. My only aim in working hard to cultivate is because I want to ascend to 

God Realm as soon as possible, to reunite with my husband. I really have no mood to bother about the 

Sect’s affairs.” 



Cang Po Jun immediately said, “Madam, This Subordinate can help to take care of the Sect’s affairs. But 

you’re still Blue Profound Sect’s leader! This fact cannot be changed! Don’t worry, This Subordinate will 

not trouble you with minor issues that will affect your cultivation…” 

The other Elders also echoed in agreement, indicating that she didn’t need to do anything. All she 

needed was to replace Li Moying and lead them. 

Huang Yueli was a little hesitant upon seeing their sincerity. 

If it wasn’t that she had no choice, she really wanted to help Li Moying take care of his fruits of labor. 

She knew that after Li Moying left Soaring Heavens Continents, other than her, the next thing that he 

was most worried about was Blue Profound Sect and his subordinates. 
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But the most important thing that she wanted to do was to look for Li Moying. 

After spending the last three months in Levitation Sword Palace, she realized that her cultivation speed 

was not fast enough. She had merely advanced into the ninth stage realm second level, raised by only 

one small realm! 

The advancement difficulty to advance into the next few small realms would increase. From ninth stage 

realm peak to tenth stage realm peak was a deep pit to pass through. If her luck was low, she might not 

be able to break through without spending a few years! 

If she were to continue like this, she might have to spend eight or ten years before she could reunite 

with Li Moying! 

Thinking of this, Huang Yueli no longer hesitated and said firmly, “Elders, I understand and appreciate 

your kind intentions. But to me, the most important thing is to ascend to God Realm as fast as I can! I 

plan to break through to the tenth stage realm within one year so I cannot continue to stay here. Ten 

days later, I will set off on a journey to various parts of Soaring Heavens Continents to go for an 

experience!” 

“What?” 

Hearing that, all the Elders were shocked and their jaws almost fell to the ground. 

“One… one year? Breakthrough to tenth stage realm?” 

“Madam… this, this… will it be better for you to consider it a little longer?” 

“Cough cough, we know that you and Sovereign are very much in love but surely it needn’t be so urgent 

right? After all, you’re still young. Once you break through to the tenth stage realm, you will have a few 

thousand years of longevity so you’re not short of these three to five years…” 

Those Elders finally found their voices and started to persuade her again. 

Even though everyone was confident of her innate talent, hearing her say it still sounded ridiculous! 

Breakthrough to tenth stage realm within a year! 



Did she think the tenth stage realm was some cabbage growing by the roadside? Something that could 

easily be obtained? 

How many practitioners had lived close to a thousand years old but still weren’t able to find a chance to 

breakthrough? Hence they were stuck at ninth stage realm peak! 

Whereas for Huang Yueli, she was only seventeen and now she was saying that she wanted to break 

through to the tenth stage realm within a year! 

Those elderly men here really wanted to shed tears! 

Moreover, no one believed that she could do it. 

Even Li Moying spent an entire year. From ninth stage realm first level, he gradually rose and smoothly 

ascended. Moreover, Li Moying advanced so quickly mainly because he and Huang Yueli’s primordial 

spirits had merged. So he obtained a huge amount of energy, breaking through the bottleneck instantly! 

If it wasn’t for this, Li Moying wouldn’t have ascended so soon. 

Even Liu Buyan who was sitting by the side frowned. “Junior Sister, you needn’t be this hasty. For 

cultivation, more haste less speed! So it’s better to take it slow… 

Huang Yueli sat on the main seat in the hall and after she was done listening to their persuasions, she 

nodded. “I understand everyone’s intentions but I’ve already made up my mind. There’s no need to 

persuade me any longer! I will go according to my plan to go on experience learning. Perhaps I might 

meet with a chance to ascend and not return to Sky Emperor City! So everyone must select a new 

Sovereign candidate today.” 

The crowd spent a lot of time persuading her, but she had already made up her mind. Other than Li 

Moying, no one else could persuade her. 

Helpless, everyone could only agree to Cang Po Jun taking up the position as Sovereign. 

With that, the appointment ceremony was to be held five days later. 

 


